FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
objective justification for a political faith that was in its origins
no less subjective than any other.
The starting-point in Comte's thought, as in^that of so many
others, was hostility to the Revolution, both in its principles
and its work. He was a political Conservative, unable to find
in the Church an adequate defender of his position, and his
aim was, in the words of his most recent biographer, " the
defence of the social order according to principles that would
be acceptable to non-Catholics."x Principles and methods were
thus both directly derived from—and did not give rise to—
this need for a defence of the social order.
Comte's actual political philosophy can be briefly sum-
marized, and is in fact very closely akin to that of Maistre, for
whom he professed an unlimited admiration.2 He admitted
that Le Pape was the source of more of his ideas than any other
book, and his present-day disciples, the " Action Fran9aise "
school, have rightly bracketed Comte and Maistre in their cult.
So we find the same aversion to any affirmation of individual
rights, the same respect for tradition, the same dread
of what they call " anarchy " and what others would term
freedom or growth. Popular sovereignty is an oppressive
mystification, equality an odious lie. The more civilization
progresses, the further removed are individual from general
interests, and therefore the greater the need for the people to
be strongly governed, both spiritually and politically. It is
anarchy for the rulers to be chosen by the ruled, and the very
word equality should be suppressed as an obstacle to social
reorganization; it is anarchy to talk of the governed having
any rights. He hails the passing of the parliamentary system
in 1852 as a relief from " the anarchical yoke of intriguing and
arrogant talkers who prevented us from thinking " (we shall
see later who the " us " may mean). The only real government
1	Montesquiou, op. a/., p. 10.
2	" De Maistre a pour moi la proprie*te particuliere deme servir a apprecier
la capacite philosophique des gens par le cas qu'ils en font. Ce syst&ne ne
m'a jamais horrifie. . . . Guizot, malgre tout son protestantisme transcendant,
le sent assez bien" (Letter, November 1824). "Although," says Flint, " he
had no ;respect for the spiritual conviction of the Theocrats and never fell
into their illusion that the future can be essentially .a reproduction of the past."
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